Venue
1- 8'x18'x24" Riser
1- Riser Step
1- Lectern
1- HT w/3 Chairs
1- TT w/2 Chairs

Freeman
1- 7'6"x13'4" Screens
1- LCD Projector
1- Lectern Mic

1- 7'6"x13'4" Screens
1- LCD Projector
1- Lectern Mic

Room Dims: 106'5"x51'3"x24'10"

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained on the floorplan. However, no warranties, either expressed or implied are made with respect to this floorplan. Copyright © 2019 FREEMAN All rights reserved.

All floorplans are subject to final approval by local fire marshal.